MIA: A mix of leisure, business and ethnic traffic

DKR: Strong VFR demand

JNB: High corporate traffic demand

GRU: Largest LATAM market; good mix of business, leisure & ethnic markets; could be combined with GIG

LAX: Good mix leisure / business

MEX: Strong diplomatic + business traffic demand

SFO: Mainly leisure demand + some high tech / IT business traffic

BOS: Around 30% of high-yield traffic; low seasonality

ICN: Steadily increasing demand for both business and leisure traffic

PVG: Important business relations

TYO: Predominantly incoming demand (from Japan)

BKK: Mainly leisure market + connecting to South-East Asia

DEL: Very strong governmental + business traffic demand

SIN: Strong travel demand with around 45% of high-yield traffic + dynamic business relations (finance, pharma, watches, etc.)
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